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department of physical education college of basic education university 

of Mosul . 

he was the first student  in (1988) with a grade (985.138)  . 

specialized in sport biomechanics  . 

has a certificate of biomechanics analysis from the Jordanian  university     

under the supervision of lectures from the international biomechanics 

organization . 

analyst of some theses and dissertations in sports biomechanics . 

has supervised eleven theses and has discussed many theses and 

dissertation . 

has got a prize of Mohamed bin rashed al-maktoom for physical 

education creative researches in the third conference of physical 

education creating  in (Amman is the core of creativity I sports 

institutions 4-5/7/2012 .  

has got a prize of creative arts held by university of Mosul (2014). The 

second at the level of university teacher in boxing . 

boxing apparatus is an apparatus to test the speed of response for 

boxers by asking them to do different cicks in the form of a series and 

measuring the speed of response for each cick . 

a former international player in high jump and many local champions . 



has got the first level of Iraq university champion for four successive 

years in high jump and has got the international record of the Iraqi 

universities which was (2.09m). 

the referee of the Iraqi international team for Nineveh governorate 

champions and the team of Mosul university in track and field . 

has participated in many international conferences (2 conferences in 

Jordan in malaria and 3 conferences in turkey and I conference in united 

Arab emirates) . 

has published more than 20 researches . 

has invented many unrecorded sports apparatus like  

the suggested apparatus Alo.1 which is an apparatus that cover the 

moving path of lifting in snatch (the first part) by controlling the period 

of deviation which leads to specify the deviation of panel of snatch       


